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                            Enjoy writing?
                        

        
            Join our network of freelance academic writers
        

        Apply now
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            About us

            Academia-Research is an online academic writing and consulting company. Since 2004, we have worked to ensure the highest quality standards of service and offer a stable income for aspiring academic writers. We value our employees, ensure career growth, provide various rewards programs, and 24/7 support. 
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            Recent orders

            
                Wondering if this job covers your intellectual ambitions? Working with us, you can choose orders of different subjects, deadlines, and levels of complexity. Here is a small portion of what we've offered earlier today.
            

        

        
            
                
                    Topic

                    Level

                    Deadline

                    Number of pages

                    Salary

                


                
                    Hypnotize Yourself Into The Ghost…
Master
10d 05h
12
$40
 
Maintain Your Pc S Performance…
Undergraduate
17h
7
$140
 
Philosophy As A Science
High School
14d 00h
57
$260
 
Home Remedies For Blisters
Ph.D.
4d 00h
16
$90
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                Better work, better gratuity
            

            
                Our customers willingly show their appreciation for good work giving you decent tips which go straight to your balance.
            

        

        
            learn more
        

    



    
        Career growth

        Any of your academic improvements and skills won’t go unnoticed, thus, fostering your promotion. Just use our system to check your results and track the progress to the next level.


        
            
                General

                
                    from $3 per page

                    High School & College papers

                

            

            
                Advanced

                
                    from $7 per page

                    College & Undergraduate papers

                

            

            
                Premium

                
                    from $10 per page

                    Undergraduate & Master's papers

                

            

            
                First Class

                
                    from $12 per page

                    Master's & PhD papers
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                Have writing experience?
            

            
                If you have a good track record in academic writing, you are more than welcome to apply as a senior writer. Applicants are expected to submit their work samples.
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        How it works
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                Sign up

                Get started by submitting a form in less than 5 minutes.
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                Show your skill

                Take an English proficiency test and write a short essay.
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                Start career

                Get access to our pool of writing jobs in a variety of fields.
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                Get paid

                We pay twice a month to the payment method of your choice.
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            Testimonials

            
                We’ve designed a feedback platform for more effective cooperation with our freelancers.
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                                Once a writer hits their stride, the possibilities are endless. Highly recommend!

                                Paul  | Canada | Joined 2007 
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                                Academia-research.com service gives you a lot more more than money and a place to work. It gives you the invaluable experience.

                                Adnan  | India | Joined 2005 
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                                I started out with the minimal rate of $5 per page. In 6 months my wages grew to $20 per page. Now I make $500 a week and cannot be happier about it.

                                Jennifer  | USA | Joined 2010 
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                                Academia-Research is a great place for beginner writers who want to earn $1000-$2000 a month. Their professional support department resolves issues in minutes.

                                Victor  | Kenya | Joined 2012 
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                                Great remuneration and plenty of fresh orders to work on every day.

                                Ryan  | USA | Joined 2015 
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        About Writing Jobs Online on Our Platform

        
            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    Real-time updates
                

                
                    Designed from the very beginning as a real-time platform, Academia-Research delivers you updates about current online writing jobs availability, messages from your clients and support, and job status changing. We do all to make your work with clients and our team a breeze.
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    Great pay rates
                

                
                    Whether you work full time or part time, our rates allow you to make decent money over a short period of time. Flexible hours and the best pay rates is a great way to earn some extra cash on top of your regular salary.
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    Quick promotion
                

                
                    Once you land the academic writing job on our platform, you get access to the tools that measure your effectiveness as a writer. We promote our writers based on the monthly assessment of their achievements. Promotion gives you an opportunity to work on more jobs as you build your freelance career.
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    No set hours
                

                
                    The best freelance jobs from home are all about working at your own pace by picking up orders with deadlines and topics that suit you most. With us you can easily build a full-fledged career as you grow your writer profile by submitting consistently high-quality, original texts in time for the deadline.
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    Consistent flow of writing jobs online
                

                
                    With more than 200,000 repeated customers in our database, our platform is your source for a steady workflow of interesting, highly paying jobs. If your goal is to get the most out of freelancing, be sure that you won’t have to sit around waiting for jobs. We meticulously screen our candidates, which means you’ll face less competition and more opportunities to work!
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    Regular, secure payout
                

                
                    The payments are released twice a month to any payment method of your choice: Payoneer, Skrill, PayPal, or Wire Transfer. Improve your skill picking up remote freelance writing jobs on a regular basis, receive additional bonuses from us and tips from your customers.
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    No membership fees
                

                
                    We want you to get the most out of your cooperation with us, so the membership, as well as registration, is free of charge, and always will be.
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    Only high-quality jobs for freelance writers
                

                
                    All of the orders we receive from clients are hand-screened and verified. We only work with clients that have paid a 100% downpayment for their papers to be done, which eliminates the chance of fraud. We always pay the amount initially specified on the order page.    
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            About Writing Jobs Online on Our Platform
        

        
            

                
                

                                                                        
                                Freelance Writing Jobs: Make Money Writing Academic Papers!


Would you like to earn a stable income doing freelance writing? You’re at the right place! Academia-Research offers high paying, legit writing jobs since 2007.  With no membership fees, consistent flow of jobs, unparalleled assistance throughout your career, and a regular payment, we are the freelance opportunity you’ve been looking for!

We are a reputable organization providing freelance writing jobs in the field of educational writing, business content, blogging services, SEO-enhanced articles, and more. Over the years we have gathered a large pool of customers, which allows our employees to choose from the variety of assignments and only work on those within their speciality.

If you want an opportunity to earn a competitive salary doing research and assignments on a wide range of topics, be sure this is what you’ll get with our platform. With a steady workflow, it is simple to fit work around your schedule, whether you want to work non-stop or just to take a couple of online content writing jobs a month. The best part is that you don’t have to search high and low for customers because we have taken care of it.

According to our employees’ feedback, getting highly paid online writing jobs is hard to come by, and if you come across one, you’ll have to jump through many hoops in order to cope up. We’re here to prove that online opportunities can be just as profitable as full-time ones. So if you are fluent in English, have an undergraduate degree or higher, and love academic writing – you’re more than welcome to apply for a senior writer position. Are you just an aspiring freelancer seeking an opportunity for freelance writers with little to no experience but with a passion for research? We also invite you to try your hand on our platform! To become a part of our team, you only need to show your skill by completing an English proficiency test and taking a writing skills test (a short essay). All completed tests are assessed fast, so be ready to start your career within days after applying!


About Writing Jobs Online on Our Platform


	Consistent flow of writing jobs online


With more than 200,000 repeated customers in our database, our platform is your source for a steady workflow of interesting, highly paying jobs. If your goal is to get the most out of freelancing, be sure that you won’t have to sit around waiting for jobs. We meticulously screen our candidates, which means you’ll face less competition and more opportunities to work!

	Regular, secure payout


The payments are released twice a month to any payment method of your choice: Payoneer, Skrill, PayPal, or Wire Transfer. Improve your skill picking up remote freelance writing jobs on a regular basis, receive additional bonuses from us and tips from your customers.

	No membership fees


We want you to get the most out of your cooperation with us, so the membership, as well as registration, is free of charge, and always will be.

	Real-time updates


Designed from the very beginning as a real-time platform, Academia-Research delivers you updates about current online writing jobs availability, messages from your clients and support, and job status changing. We do all to make your work with clients and our team a breeze.

	Great pay rates


Whether you work full time or part time, our rates allow you to make decent money over a short period of time. Flexible hours and the best pay rates is a great way to earn some extra cash on top of your regular salary.

	Quick promotion


Once you land the academic writing job on our platform, you get access to the tools that measure your effectiveness as a writer. We promote our writers based on the monthly assessment of their achievements. Promotion gives you an opportunity to work on more jobs as you build your freelance career.

	No set hours


The best freelance jobs from home are all about working at your own pace by picking up orders with deadlines and topics that suit you most. With us you can easily build a full-fledged career as you grow your writer profile by submitting consistently high-quality, original texts in time for the deadline.

	Only high-quality jobs for freelance writers


All of the orders we receive from clients are hand-screened and verified. We only work with clients that have paid a 100% downpayment for their papers to be done, which eliminates the chance of fraud. We always pay the amount initially specified on the order page.


The Benefits of Online Writing Jobs from Home


Want to start a new career as an academic writer and develop your research and writing skills? With Academia-Research you can do it without facing the flood of other candidates for a limited number of jobs. In fact, you can jump into work immediately after our team approve your test assignment. The rest is up to you as you have the full liberty to choose how many jobs to work on. With our in-house support it is easy to receive all the guidance you need – from picking up your first assignments to tips on everything academia-related. We work 24/7 to get your problem our immediate attention.


Sign up to the Leading Academic Writing Website!


The writers at Academia-Research, the leading freelance writing site, get paid for writing high quality content, generating creative ideas and helping students achieve their academic potential. If you are a type of person who looks for ways to constantly improve their skill – we can’t wait to receive your application. Just fill out our sign up form, show your knowledge and qualifications – and you’re good to go!

Our academic writing website offers great opportunities for earning and learning something new every day by writing academically. While you’re still making up your mind, more than 2,000 writers have already joined our team and reap the benefits of working remotely. We value every writer and work tirelessly to help them unleash their full potential. Apply today!

Read more about job opportunities


                            

                                            
                

            

        

    



    
        
            
                The best freelance writing jobs ever!
            

            
                The writers at Academia-Research, the leading freelance writing site, get paid for writing high quality content, generating creative ideas and helping students
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    We use cookies to ensure that we provide the best possible experience on our website. If you continue, we will assume that you agree to our cookie usage terms indicated in our Privacy Policy.
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